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 The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

Different parts of a question should be answered at a stretch. 

 

1. Answer any ten questions from the following: 

1×10=10 

i) What is a crystal? 

ii) What is coordination number? 

iii) What is polymorphism? Give one example from minerals. 

iv) Define a mineral. 

v) Write the chemical formula of Albite and Anorthite.  

vi) Where is Polariser set in a petrological microscope? 

vii) What are the main differences between a petrological and normal 

biological microscope? 

viii) What is streak of a mineral? Name a mineral whose streak is greenish. 

ix) What is amorphus mineral? Cite an example. 

x) Name the hardest and softest mineral in nature. 

xi) Name two renowned mineralogists. 

xii) Name two most common rock-forming minerals in the upper part of 

continental crust. 

xiii) Mention at least one characteristic of a mineral in hand specimen which 



suggests that there must be some regular internal arrangement of atoms in the 

mineral. 

xiv) What is the explanation for different colours  of minerals in hand specimen? 

xv) Name one sulphate and one phosphate mineral. 

2. Answer any five questions from the following: 

2×5=10 

i) Tie-up the hardness with appropriate mineral from the following list: 
 

Minerals Hardness 

Fluorite 8 

Apatite 4 

Orthoclase 6 

Topaz 5 

ii) Write the chemical formula of one mineral from each of the following groups: 

Phosphate, Sulphate, Sulphide, Oxide 

iii) What is the use of the circular scale marked on a microscope? 

iv) What is solid solution? 

v) What are the angular and also unit length relations between the 

crystallographic axes of Tetragonal system? 

vi) 'There is no difference between crystal and crystalline matter'– Comment. 

vii) What is polarization of light? 

viii) 'Mineralogical characters are examined under petrological microscope from 

only thin section of rocks'– Justify the statement. 

3. Answer any two questions from the following:                         5×2=10 

i) Give a broad chemical classification of silicate minerals into groups. Give 

examples of two minerals from each of the two groups. 

ii) Describe briefly the principle of stereographic projection of crystals. Give 

sketch(es) to illustrate your answer. 

iii) State the Pauling's Rules. 



 

 

                          

Model question pool 

                                                 CC-2 
       1. Define mineral.   

       2. What is understood by piezoelectricity?   

       3. What is pseudomorphism.   

       4. What is understood by polarization of light?  

        5. Interference color does not get produced at plane polar condition. Explain.   

        6. Justify that isotropic mineral cannot be pleochroic.   

        7. Principle section exhibit greater degree of pleochroism than basal section of isotropic   

         mineral.  Explain. 

        8. Give a brief account of substitutional solid solution.  

        9. What is omission solid solution?   

        10. Why does extinction take place in case of mineral observation under cross polar    

        condition?  

        11. What is extinction angle?  

        12. What are the mechanisms of polymorphic changes?    

        13. Give a brief account of quartz polymorphism.   

        14. What is understood by anisodesmism in mineral?  

        15. How to decipher paragenesis with the help of textural relationship?  

        16. Briefly define symmetry elements in crystallography.     

        17. With example illustrate the six crystal system.      

        18. Define unit cell.  

        19. What is interfacial angle?    

        20. What is rotoinversion?    

        21. Why 5 fold and 8 fold is not possible, explain.    

        22. Axinite crystallizes in which crystallography system?   

        23. Deduce the H.M notation of the following: 4/m2/m2/m, 42m     



        24. Give an example of a mineral which crystallize in this H.M notation (2/m2/m2/m)   

          What is the    difference between play of colors and pleochroism?    

  25. Explain anisodesmism with the second rule of Pauling in coordination principle.   

 26.Why does existence of edges particularly of faces common to two anion polyhedral in  

   a co-ordinated structure decrease its stability?   

 27.What are the regulating factors for substitutatinal solid solution?  

 28. Distinguish ex-solution and omission solid solution.   

       29.Distinguish cleavage and parting.  

       30.What is polarization of light? Give a brief note on making of nicol prism.   

       31.What is extinction angle? Why does it take place? How is it measured?  

       32. What is the role of Bertrand lens?  

       33. Illustrate the following HM notation with diagram.  

i) 6m2   ii) 4/m32/m iii) 42m iv) 32 

 

   

    

             

 

 
 

 


